Enviro Chemicals

“Products that don’t cost the earth”
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About Us

Enviro Chemicals & Cleaning Supplies is an Australian owned and operated company with dedication to in the areas of quality assurance, compliance with OH&S (occupational health and safety) directives and environment protection.

Our ongoing involvement in health care institutions and food preparation industries has qualified us and our products for AQIS and HACCP approval. We manufacture sanitizers for the food industry to comply with HACCP and OH&S requirements to ensure our customers comply with government regulations.

Enviro Chemicals & Cleaning Supplies supply effective products and solutions for all cleaning needs. We deliver new technology cleaning products that are based on innovative formulations, to better and effectively cater for all of your cleaning needs.

We specialize in Cleaning Supplies, Paper Products, Packaging, Garbage bags and the sales & servicing of Cleaning Equipment & Machines. We are a Distributor for sought after brands like 3M, SteamVac, Polivac, Pak Vac, CleanFix, Tomkin and many more…

We Provide

Enviro’s professional sales staff are mostly experienced ex-cleaners with expert knowledge of all products and equipment. They can advise and assist and provide solutions for any cleaning scenario you may face.

Nation-wide support is available to help customers to adhere to OH&S requirements related to the handling of chemicals and colour coding signage and provision of reference materials including MSDS for all professional premises.

We provide, install and service Mix Blend Stations and Dishwashing Dispensers for commercial users. Availability of all types and brands of cleaning machinery and equipment (e.g. Vacuums, Scrubbers, Polishers etc.), are available, including the provision of service and repairs.

Our manufacturing schedules and stock control procedures mean that delivery is available on most products within 24 hours in the Sydney metropolitan area.

We Serve

We deal with everyone from mums and dads to big corporates. We cater to Childcares, Shopping Centres, Restaurants & food Ind, Gymnasiums, Health care, Pubs & Clubs, Hotels, Motels, Backpackers and Strata Body Corporates.
What type of products do Enviro Chemicals Manufacture?

Enviro Chemicals manufacture in accordance with quality assurance with dedicated emphasis in the areas of quality assurance, compliance with occupational health and safety directives and environment protection. By dealing with Enviro Chemicals you are dealing directly with the manufacturer. We have quality, safe products for you! Enviro Chemicals are made from the highest quality and highly biodegradable materials. We proudly manufacture Citrus based liquid cleaning detergents, specialised chemicals and powders. Over the years our well known, branded products (Specially, Enviro Laundry powder & Dishmagic Dishwashing Powder and Multiklean) have been put to tests at independent Labs by different organizations for their Environmental qualities and they all came in with flying colours every time. We manufacture sanitizers for the food industry to comply with HACCP and OH&S requirements plus help our customers comply with government regulations.

Australian Standards in relation to Biodegradability in detergents?

When it comes to detergents, the Australian Standards AS1792 states that 80% must break down within 21 days. Enviro Chemicals are formulated and designed in Germany to comply with the O.E.C.D. screening test 301E (1981) which is even more stringent, 90% must breakdown within 21 days. Because highly biodegradable detergents and raw materials are more costly, the majority of companies are not using them. There is only a recommendation to use them, not a law, and it applies only to the surfactant (or soap part of a detergent) not all the ingredients.

By using the highest grade of materials gives Enviro Chemicals two distinct advantage points. We have a superior quality product, have a safe product that will not harm the environment, safe for you and your loved ones especially if you or some one in your family.

What Does Biodegradable Mean in relation to detergents?

Putting it simply BIODEGRADABLE means “degraded by natural bacteria”. With cleaning detergents, it means that each ingredient of that product will be divided and converted into more simple and smaller parts which are more environmentally acceptable than when they are one.

This process, Biodegradation is nature’s mechanism for self-preservation. What assists this process is mainly bacteria and enzymes. These bacteria’s are non-dangerous and live all around us in the sea, earth, sewerage treatment plants and as we all know they are put into bio systems and septic tanks.

How does Enviro Chemicals update their products with the latest technology?

Enviro Chemicals is always updating our range with the latest research and innovations from Germany to have the highest of standards aimed at being both user friendly, environmentally friendly, safe and Citrus or plant based. Most chemicals (Detergents) are formulated to be multi-functional, so they are intended to be utilized for multiple cleaning tasks. We do this because with 30 years experience we understand the needs of cleaners. Our German based partner company has the largest production site of the Division Functional Chemicals (Gendorf) is certified according to European Eco-Management and Audit Scheme – EMAS (Registration No. DE-S-155-00049). The integrated management system of Div. FUN comprises:

- Quality Management System (ISO 9001)
- Environmental Management System (ISO 14001)
- Safety Management System (ESH-Management – Environment, Safety and Health)

The policies, objectives and programmes of the Division support both the “Charter of Sustainable Development” and the international chemical industry initiative “Responsible Care”. As part of our Product Stewardship, risks for safety, health and the environment in all phases of the product life cycle are evaluated, in order to prevent adverse effects on human health or the environment.
Citragold Spray & Wipe

Citragold is a citrus based, commercial strength concentrated multipurpose spray & wipe detergent. It will clean greasy soil, general dirt, grime, heavy carbon based soils from all types of surfaces safely.

Citragold is a very effective and safe product to be used in all areas including the kitchens.

Guardian Shine & Protect

Guardian is a multipurpose specialised spray & wipe, it is made from highly biodegradable materials making it safe, environmentally and user-friendly.

Guardian is a spray & wipe, all-in-one cleaner, just spray and buff. Guardian’s unique formula with silicon emulsions will clean, polish and protect against finger marks and dust.

Multikleen Multipurpose Cleaner

Multikleen is an environmentally friendly powerful industrial strength water based multipurpose degreaser and spray & wipe cleaner. MULTIKLEAN will remove oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like, stainless steel, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors. MULTIKLEAN is excellent in kitchen floors, walls, vents and fans. MULTIKLEAN is widely used in the cleaning and automotive industry for the cleaning of mags, engines and bugs. It is ideal for pressure washer and automatic scrubbers.

Enviro Neutral Mutipurpose Cleaner

ENVIRO NEUTRAL is a concentrated multipurpose, Neutral Detergent for general cleaning and it is pH Neutral. ENVIRO NEUTRAL can be safely used on all surfaces as a spray & Wipe or mopping of floors like marble, terrazzo, granite, slate, vinyl, wood floor. ENVIRO NEUTRAL’s unique formula is gentle on all surfaces and floors that is polished or sealed.
Powerklean H/D Floor Cleaner

Powerklean is a H/D powerful floor cleaner for concrete floors and tiles in kitchens, garages etc.

Powerklean is an excellent product for cleaning oil and tyre marks in carparks.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

White Oil Stainless Steel Cleaner

White Oil is a pharmaceutical grade stainless steel cleaner, polish and protector. It is very easy to apply.

White Oil will remove marks and shadows from stainless steel like no other. Removing shadows from older stainless steel is a very difficult task, when cleaned with White Oil it will look revived.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Solution Glass, Mirror & Chrome Cleaner

Solution is an anti-static formula and is a quick drying product. SOLUTION's unique formula is designed to be used safely as spray & wipe to clean all surfaces.

Solution’s is an alcohol based product so it’s good for anti-static cleaning and also safe on computer monitors.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Turbo Concrete & Stainless Steel Cleaner

Industrial acid based concrete & stainless cleaner. Turbo effectively removes rust stains, calcium, grime and lime build up from tiles and concrete floors

Turbo is an excellent cleaner for stainless steel walls and panels and it cleans without etching the surface.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

GENERAL CHEMICALS
BATHROOM CLEANERS
DISINFECTANTS
& SANITISERS
Bathroom Wiz, Bathroom & Toilet Cleaner

Bathroom Wiz is an organic based commercial strength concentrated detergent to clean showers, hand basins, bath tubs, toilet bowls and floors.

Bathroom Wiz is also an excellent stainless steel cleaner it removes soap scum, calcium haze, rust stains and leaves a pleasant residual fragrance.

Hypoklean, Multipurpose Cleaner / Sanitiser

Hypoklean is designed to clean, disinfect and sanitize, with a revolutionary antibacterial formula designed to be used in domestic and commercial toilets, showers and kitchens, doctor and dental surgeries, hospitals and nursing homes, veterinary hospitals etc.

Hospiklean, Hospital Grade Disinfectant

Hospiklean is designed to clean and disinfect. This is a TGA hospital dirty approved formula to be used in hospitals, nursing homes, medical centers and beauty salons.

Hospiklean is used for disinfecting surfaces, instruments and equipment. Hospiklean kills a broad range of bacteria and germs including air borne bacteria.

Ultrafresh Disinfectant & Deodorant

Ultrafresh is designed to clean, disinfect and leave a pleasant residual fragrance. It will give you over 24 hours of odour control and it’s ideal for disinfecting and deodorizing.Ultrafresh with a new antibacterial formula is designed to be used in general cleaning, cleaning equipment, telephones, toilets, showers, garbage storage areas and areas of high odours.

Comes in a variety of fragrances: Bubble gum, Boronia, Geen apple, Eucalyptus, Lavender, Lemon, Orange & Mango
Exotic Rainforest
Odour Absorber & Neutraliser
Exotic Rainforest is an Ultra Concentrate Odour Absorber, Odour Neutralizer, Air freshener & Deodoriser.
Exotic Rainforest’s unique formula is designed to get to the source that causes the odour and kill the bacteria, therefor neutralising and eliminating the source.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Refresher Tabs Toilet Crystal Blocks
100% organic. Used in Toilets / urinals for Odour Suppressant and Odour masking.
While keeping the Air Fresh it’s also an Insect deterrent. It is safe in sewer and Septic systems.

4KG 15KG

Multiklean Multipurpose Cleaner
Multiklean is an environmentally friendly powerful industrial strength water based multipurpose degreaser and spray & wipe cleaner.
MULTIKLEAN will remove oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like, stainless steel, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors. MULTIKLEAN is excellent in kitchen floors, walls, vents and fans.
MULTIKLEAN is widely used in the cleaning and automotive industry for the cleaning of mags, engines and bugs. It is ideal for pressure washer and automatic scrubbers.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Turbo Concrete & Stainless Steel Cleaner
Industrial acid based concrete & stainless steel cleaner. Turbo effectively removes rust, calcium, grime and lime build up from tiles and concrete floors.
Turbo is an excellent cleaner for stainless steel walls and panels and it cleans without etching the surface.

5LT 20LT 205LT

BATHROOM CLEANERS, DISINFECTANTS & SANITISERS
**Eucalyptus Oil 100%**

“Pure & Natural Australian Eucalyptus Oil”

Super concentrate pure Eucalyptus Oil used for cleaning and odour control.

1LT 5LT 20LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

---

**Exotic Rainforest Odour Absorber & Neutraliser**

Exotic Rainforest is an Ultra Concentrate Odour Absorber, Odour Neutralizer, Air freshener & Deodoriser.

Exotic Rainforest’s unique formula is designed to get to the source that causes the odour and kill the bacteria, therefore neutralising and eliminating the source.

5LT 20LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

---

**Refresher Tabs Toilet Crystal Blocks**

100% organic. Used in Toilets / urinals for Odour Suppressant and Odour masking.

While keeping the Air Fresh it’s also an Insect deterrent. It is safe in sewer and Septic systems.

4KG 15KG

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

---

**Ultrafresh Disinfectant & Deodorant**

Ultrafresh is designed to clean, disinfect and leave a pleasant residual fragrance. It will give you over 24 hours of odour control and it's ideal for disinfecting and deodorizing. Ultrafresh with a new antibacterial formula is designed to be used in general cleaning, cleaning equipment, telephones, toilets, showers, garbage storage areas and areas of high odours.

Comes in a variety of fragrances: Bubble Gum, Bronia, Green apple, Eucalyptus, Lavender, Lemon, Orange & Mango.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.
**Green & Fresh Dishwashing Liquid**

Green & Fresh is a concentrated manual dishwashing liquid to leave your dishes, cutlery and glassware sparkling clean.

Green & Fresh’s unique formula will cut through grease and common food soils making it easy to wash dishes, pots, pans, glass and cutlery.

5LT 20LT 205LT

---

**Enviro Dishwashing Liquid- Manual**

Manual dishwashing detergent. Double strength (2x) concentrate, designed for commercial kitchens.

ENVIRO DISHWASHING LIQUID is made from highly biodegradable materials and it is safe in septic systems.

25LT 205LT

---

**Dishmatic Dishwashing Liquid- Auto**

Dishmatic is a revolutionary designed dishwashing liquid to leave your cutlery and glassware sparkling clean.

Dishmatic is a concentrated powerful detergent for commercial dishwashing machines used through automatic dispensing systems. DISHMATIC provides a superb, streak free wash when used in conjunction with Enviro Rinse Aid.

5LT 20LT 205LT

---

**Enviro Rinse Aid**

Enviro Rinse Aid is a revolutionary designed special formula to eliminate water spotting on glassware and cutlery.

Enviro Rinse Aid’s unique low foaming new tech formula contains a very effective wetting agent. Rinse Aid provides a superb, streak free wash when used in conjunction with Enviro Dishmatic.

5LT 20LT 205LT
KITCHEN

Enviro Chemicals

Oven & Grill is a powerful industrial strength degreaser to clean grease, fat and food soils from grills, hot plates, stoves and rotisseries. Oven & Grill will removes oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like, stainless steel, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors with ease. Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

Dishmagic
Dishwashing Powder

Dishmagic is a revolutionary, concentrated and bio-degradable concentrated dishwashing powder to leave your cutlery and glassware sparkling clean. Dishmagic formula has a built in descaler to prevent your machine from building up scale and calcium.

Multiklean, Multipurpose Cleaner

Multiklean is an environmentally friendly powerful industrial strength water based multipurpose degreaser and spray & wipe cleaner. MULTIKLEAN will remove oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like, stainless steal, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors. MULTIKLEAN is excellent in kitchen floors, walls, vents and fans. MULTIKLEAN is widely used in the cleaning and automotive industry for the cleaning of mags, engines and bugs.It is ideal for pressure washer and automatic scrubbers. Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

Hypoklean, Multipurpose Cleaner Sanitiser

Hypoklean is designed to clean, disinfect and sanitize, with a revolutionary antibacterial formula designed to be used in food preparation areas, poultry processing areas, abattoirs, domestic and commercial kitchens, doctor and dental surgeries, hospitals and nursing homes, veterinary hospitals etc. Aqis approved no: 9025

Oven & Grill Cleaner

Oven & Grill is a powerful industrial strength degreaser to clean grease, fat and food soils from grills, hot plates, stoves and rotisseries. Oven & Grill will removes oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like, stainless steel, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors with ease. Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.
Sani-klean
Food Grade Sanitiser

Sani-klean is a surface sanitizer and cleaner that is an effective bacteria reducing agent for food preparation, food handling and storage areas.

Sani-klean is used to clean and sanitize food preparation areas, benches, tabletops, food cupboards, refrigerators and surfaces that require sanitizing to provide a healthy environment.

5LT  20LT  205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

Sani-Food – Fruit & Vegetable Antimicrobial Sanitiser

Sani-Food is used to sanitise fruit and vegetables from all harmful bacteria. Sani-Food Antimicrobial Fruit and Vegetable Treatment reduces 99.9% of the pathogens E. coli, Listeria and Salmonella in produce wash water. Water alone does not kill pathogens. Sani-Food’s effective Treatment works in just 120 seconds with no rinse required. Sani-Food is effective on both whole and further processed produce, cleans off waxes and controls spoilage organisms in the wash water.

5LT  20LT  205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

Oxy-San
Soaker

Oxy-San is a revolutionary concentrated and bio-degradable soaking powder to leave your cutlery and glassware sanitized, sparkling clean and spot free.

Oxy-San’s unique formula is designed to be used as a cleaner / sanitiser for many varied applications.

5KG  15KG

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

Descaler Calcium Remover

Used for cleaning and removing calcium build-up

Lime & Grime from all areas in dishwashers to keep clean and maintaining it.

5LT  20LT  205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.
Enviro Glass Wash

Enviro Glass wash is a German designed unique formula for glass washing in Pubs, Clubs & Hotels and it’s used throughout Europe.

Enviro Glass wash’s low foaming powerful new tech improved formula, contains a very effective whetting agent which provides a superb, clear, streak free, spot free wash.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Ultrafresh Disinfectant & Deodorant

Ultrafresh is designed to clean, disinfect and leave a pleasant residual fragrance. It will give you over 24 hours of odour control and it’s ideal for disinfecting and deodorizing. Ultrafresh with a new antibacterial formula is designed to be used in general cleaning, cleaning equipment, telephones, toilets, showers, garbage storage areas and areas of high odours.

Comes in a variety of fragrances: Bubble Gum, Bronia, Green apple, Eucalyptus, Lavender, Lemon, Orange & Mango

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Methylated Spirits 100%

METHYLATED SPIRITS, METHO.

Highest grade.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Caustic Soda

Dissolve 110g in 2 litres of water to make a very effective cleaning solution for the removal of grease from drainpipes, gully traps, concrete floors, barbecues, kitchen utensils and toilets.

Dissolve 110g in 1 litre of water to make a very effective corrosive solution for the removal of old paints.

5KG

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use
BAR & CELLAR

Multiklean Multipurpose Cleaner

Multiklean is an environmentally friendly powerful industrial strength water based multipurpose degreaser and spray & wipe cleaner.

MULTIKLEAN will remove oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like, stainless steel, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors. MULTIKLEAN is excellent in kitchen floors, walls, vents and fans.

MULTIKLEAN is widely used in the cleaning and automotive industry for the cleaning of mags, engines and bugs. It is ideal for pressure washer and automatic scrubbers.

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.
Enviro Beerline Cleaner Part 1

Enviro Beerline Cleaner is a new generation German formula for keeping beerlines clean from buildup of yeast and free of beerstone.

Enviro Beerline Cleaner is a proven 2 part German designed formula and is currently being used in Pubs, Hotels & Clubs throughout Europe.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

Enviro Beerline Cleaner Part 2

Enviro Beerline Cleaner is a new generation German formula for keeping beerlines clean from buildup of yeast and free of beerstone.

Enviro Beerline Cleaner is an Australian made product from German formula, Enviro Beerline cleaner Part 1 & Part 2 now available in Australia.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

Oxy-San Soaker

Oxy-San is a revolutionary designed, concentrated and bio-degradable soaking powder to leave your cutlery and glassware sanitized, sparkling clean and spot free.

Oxy-San’s unique formula is designed to be used as a cleaner / sanitiser for many varied applications.

5KG 15KG

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.
Enviro Neutral Mutipurpose Cleaner

Enviro Neutral is a concentrated multipurpose, Neutral Detergent for general cleaning and it is pH Neutral. ENVRO NEUTRAL can be safely used on all surfaces as a spray & Wipe or mopping of floors like marble, terrazzo, granite, slate, vinyl, wood floor. ENVRO NEUTRAL’s unique formula is gentle on all surfaces and floors that are polished or sealed.

Multiklean Multipurpose Cleaner

Multiklean is an environmentally friendly powerful industrial strength water based multipurpose degreaser and spray & wipe cleaner. MULTIKLEAN will remove oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like stainless steel, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors. MULTIKLEAN is excellent in kitchen floors, walls, vents and fans. MULTIKLEAN is widely used in the cleaning and automotive industry for the cleaning of mags, engines and bugs. It is ideal for pressure washer and automatic scrubbers.

Powerklean H/D Floor Cleaner

Powerklean is a H/D powerful floor cleaner for concrete floors and tiles in kitchens, garages etc.

Powerklean is an excellent product for cleaning oil and tyre marks in car parks.
Enviro XL
Floor Sealer

We have specifically designed sealers for all types of floor surfaces. Based on durability and designed to withstand all levels of traffic for commercial, industrial and domestic use.

Enviro XL Sealer based on a new advanced polymer which provides a fast cure rate is hardwearing, scuff and mark resistant, provides excellent gloss and is able to meet various buffing speeds.

5LT 10LT

Enviro Super Base
Penetrating Sealer

A water-based, indoor solution designed to provide stain resistance to materials such as concrete, natural stone, brick, unglazed ceramic tile and grout.

Keeps surfaces looking clean and stain-free.

5LT 10LT

Equinox Sealer
Top Coat

Ultra high speed self sealing floor coating polish for wood, vinyl and lino floors.

Designed for schools and shopping centres, durable, long lasting and easy maintenance.

10LT

Eclipse Hard
Floor Sealer

Quick drying water-based acrylic formula, base coat sealer to be used on concrete, terracotta, stone type porous hard floors before using Equinox Top Coat for shiny finish.

10LT
Enviro Mop & Buff

Floor Maintainer
Ideal spray & shine cleaner for floors.
Brilliant gloss builder & black mark remover.
Excellent for mopping floors to bring back to life.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Stripper XL
Sealer, Polisher & Wax stripper

Stripper Excel is designed as an industrial strength super floor stripper.
Ideal to remove all types of sealers, coatings and finishes.
This powerful formula will make your job easier and save time. Use in conjunction with Enviro XL Sealer.

5LT 10LT 20LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Floor Sealer
Concrete Sealer

One step sealer for Concrete, slate, terracotta and roof restoration.

Hard wearing and very easy to apply.

5LT 10LT 20LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Floor Stripper Formula X

Powerful Floor Stripper, ultra-high performance, non-ammoniated formula cuts through heavy build-up and hard to remove water-based seals in record time.

10LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use
Fibre Guard is a water based, air-drying, air-curing silicon fabric finish for natural and synthetic fibres. It imparts a high degree of water repellence and provides excellent protection for all fibres on Carpets, Rugs and Upholstery Lounges.
Carpet Wiz is a revolutionary new product because of its fast acting formula. You can clean your carpets faster and remove stains at the same time, which makes your job easier by saving time and money.

There is no need to add solution to the injectors or solution tank after using Carpet Wiz as a pre-spray, just rinse & extract with warm/hot water.

Carpet Prespray & Spot Remover

Carpet Prespray & Spot Remover (Powder)

Anti-foam for Carpets & Upholstery Cleaning Machines. Defoamer is a Super Concentrated New Tech Anti-Foam. In the Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning Industry Defoamer is a product to reduce foam in the recovery tank of injection cleaning equipment.

Revive It Leather & Vinyl Cleaner

Revive It is a specialised spray & wipe designed to clean, polish, protect and revive vinyl and leather.

Revive It will restore your furniture and lounges to their immaculate state. REVIVE IT with its pleasant fragrance will leave your home, office or your vehicle with a refreshing appeal.
D-Power

D-POWER is non flammable, non corrosive, low toxic environmentally and user friendly product with a natural citrus aroma. Because of the power of D-limonene we called it D-POWER. Designed to remove all difficult things like graffiti, marking pen, ink, silk screen ink, painting ink, old road grime, tar spots, greasy soil, chewing gum, adhesive, sticky tape & labels can be safely removed from surfaces at the same time. This makes your job easier by saving time and money. Safe to use on carpet, laundry pre-wash, painted wall & door, aluminum surface, stainless steel surface, wood furniture & office equipment.

Fibre Guard Protector

Fibre Guard is a water based, air-drying, air-curing silicon fabric finish for natural and synthetic fibres. It imparts a high degree of water repellence and provides excellent protection for all fibres on Carpets, Rugs and Upholstery Lounges.
White Oil Stainless Steel Cleaner

White Oil is a pharmaceutical grade stainless steel cleaner, polish and protector.

White Oil will remove marks and shadows from stainless steel like no other. Removing shadows from older stainless steel is a very difficult task, when cleaned with White Oil it will look revived.

Guardian Shine & Protect

Guardian is a multipurpose specialised spray & wipe, it is made from highly biodegradable materials making it safe environmentally and user-friendly.

Guardian is a spray & wipe, all-in-one cleaner, just spray and buff. Guardian is unique formula with silicon emulsions will clean, polish and protect against finger marks and dust.

Revive It Leather & Vinyl Cleaner

Revive-It is a specialised spray & wipe designed to clean, polish, protect and revive vinyl and leather.

Revive-It will restore your furniture and leather lounges to their immaculate state. REVIVE-IT with it’s pleasant fragrance will leave your home, office or your vehicle with a refreshing appeal.

Enviro Super Armorall

Enviro Super ARMORALL is a penetrating UV blocker, effective on rubber, vinyl, plastic and fiberglass.

Constructed to recondition and maintain the original condition and appearance of dashboards, bumpers, trim, tires etc.
Enviro Laundry Liquid

Enviro Laundry Liquid is a new and innovative concentrate laundry Liquid with a fast acting formula that targets stubborn stains and leaves your clothes totally clean in every aspect.

Enviro Laundry Liquid can be used in both commercial and household laundries and it is safe to use in conjunction with a septic system.

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.
Enviro Laundry Liquid Front Loader

The only difference between our top loading and the Front Loading formulas, is that the front loading formulas are low foaming.

Enviro Laundry Liquid is a new and innovative concentrate laundry Liquid with a fast acting formula that targets stubborn stains and leaves your clothes totally clean in every aspect.

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

5LT 20LT 205LT

Enviro Laundry Powder Concentrate

Enviro Laundry Powder is a new and innovative concentrate laundry powder with a fast dissolving formula that targets stubborn stains and leaves your clothes totally clean.

Special selection of raw materials has enabled us to create a power packed laundry powder that is cost effective and safe on sensitive skin and the environment.

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

5KG 15KG 25KG

Enviro Matic Laundry Powder

The only difference between our top loading and the Front Loading formulas, is that the front loading formulas are low foaming.

Enviro-Matic Laundry Powder is a new and innovative concentrate front loading laundry powder with a fast dissolving formula that targets stubborn stains and leaves your clothes totally clean.

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

5KG 15KG 25KG

Enviro Pre-Wash Plus

Pre-Wash Plus is the latest design in laundry technology, an innovative super concentrate Laundry Pre Wash Additive / Pre Spray all in one.

Pre-Wash Plus is a fast acting, colour safe formula that targets stubborn stains and leaves your clothes totally clean in every aspect.

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use
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Enviro Nappy Wash

Enviro Nappy Wash is a powerful NEW technology colour safe soaker that does it all.

Enviro Nappy Wash cleans, sanitises, whitens & brightens, softens, deodorizes nappy’s and all fabrics.

5KG 15KG

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Enviro Soft Fabric Softener

Enviro Soft’s unique formulation gives all fabrics long lasting softness and pleasant long lasting floral aroma every wash.

Enviro Soft’s powerful formula is a double (2x) concentrate, therefore you can either use half the amount that you would use with ordinary products.
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Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Liquid Chlorine

Sodium Hypo Chlorite 12.5%

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Enviro King Bleach

BLEACH – 6.25 %

Super Strong, 3 X stronger than supermarket brands.

5LT 20LT 205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use
CAR CARE

Enviro Super Carwash is an Environmentally friendly water based concentrated detergent.

Enviro Super Carwash is has been provided through commercial car washes for many years.

Multiklean is an environmentally friendly powerful industrial strength water based multipurpose degreaser and spray & wipe cleaner.

MULTIKLEAN will remove oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like, stainless steel, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors. MULTIKLEAN is excellent in kitchen floors, walls, vents and fans.

MULTIKLEAN is widely used in the cleaning and automotive industry for the cleaning of mags, engines and bugs. It is ideal for pressure washer and automatic scrubbers.

Multiklean Multipurpose Cleaner

Multiklean is an environmentally friendly powerful industrial strength water based multipurpose degreaser and spray & wipe cleaner.

MULTIKLEAN will remove oil, grease, grey and grimy buildup from all surfaces like, stainless steel, ceramic tiles, quarry tiles and concrete floors. MULTIKLEAN is excellent in kitchen floors, walls, vents and fans.

MULTIKLEAN is widely used in the cleaning and automotive industry for the cleaning of mags, engines and bugs. It is ideal for pressure washer and automatic scrubbers.
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Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.

Enviro Super Carwash

Enviro Super Carwash is an Environmentally friendly water based concentrated detergent.

Enviro Super Carwash is has been provided through commercial car washes for many years.
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Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use.
Enviro Truck Wash

Enviro Truck Wash is a non-toxic, non-caustic, biodegradable heavy duty detergent with a balanced pH and is highly effective in removing dirt, mud, road grime, oil and exhaust soot.

It may safely be used to clean paintwork, chrome, rubber, windscreens, fibreglass, aluminium, tarpaulins, vinyl and most washable surfaces.

5LT  20LT  205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Super Tyre Shine

Super Shine protects, revives and beautifies leather, vinyl, rubber and plastics by producing a deep wet-look long life gloss that restores the natural shine, feel and colour of the original material. Super Shine contains a high level of silicone polymers which penetrate deeply into the surface to produce a long life finish with low dirt pick-up, excellent resistance to water and to washing and outstanding overall protection from the sun and the effects of the elements.
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Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Enviro Super Armorall

Enviro Super ARMORALL is a penetrating UV blocker, effective on rubber, vinyl, plastic and fiberglass.

Constructed to recondition and maintain the original condition and appearance of dashboards, bumpers, trim, tires etc.
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Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

Revive It Leather & Vinyl Cleaner

Revive-It is a specialised spray & wipe designed to clean, polish, protect and revive vinyl and leather.

Revive-It will restore your furniture and leather lounges to their immaculate state. REVIVE-IT with it’s pleasant fragrance will leave your home, office or your vehicle with a refreshing appeal.

5LT  20LT  205LT

Please read MSDS safety sheet on our website for safety and directions of use

SHINE

CAUTION
Read Safety directions before opening.
Keep out of reach of children.
For msds, safety & first aid & further enquiries visit us at our website.
www.envirochemicals.com.au
Enviro Chemicals Pty. Ltd.
"Products that don't cost the earth"
Address 740-744 Woodville Road Fairfield East 2165 NSW    Ph:02 9755 2012

Enviro Tyre Shine is a spray on wipe on silicon base tyre gloss. Super Shine will help restore the original colour of rubber and plastic.

Enviro Tyre Shine will give an excellent wet look and a brilliant long lasting gloss.

Directions:
For best result, the surface should be cleaned and dry.
Then spray directly onto the surface and allow to dry.

enviro
wet look

SHINE

CAUTION
Read Safety directions before opening.
Keep out of reach of children.
For msds, safety & first aid & further enquiries visit us at our website.
www.envirochemicals.com.au
Enviro Chemicals Pty. Ltd.
"Products that don't cost the earth"
Address 740-744 Woodville Road Fairfield East 2165 NSW    Ph:02 9755 2012
PERSONAL HYGIENE

Aquabalm Liquid Hand & Body Wash

Acid free, Solvent free, Alkaline free, Phosphate free, Mild ph, Creamy lather, Biodegradable, Gentle perfume, Anti-bacterial

Aqua balm is a natural, soap free hand cleanser and body wash. Aqua balm is thick, gently perfumed, high foaming, phosphate free & fully biodegradable.
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Aquafom Foam Hand Cleanser

Acid free, Solvent free, Alkaline free, Phosphate free, Mild ph, Creamy lather, Biodegradable, Gentle perfume, Anti-bacterial

Aqua foam is a natural, soap free hand cleanser. Aqua foam is thick, gently perfumed, high foaming, phosphate free & fully biodegradable.
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Pearl Liquid 3 In 1
Hair, Hand & Body Wash

Acid free, Solvent free, Alkaline free, Phosphate free, Mild ph, Creamy lather, Biodegradable, Gentle perfume

Pearl is a natural, soap free hair shampoo & body wash. It is a thick, gently perfumed, high foaming, phosphate free, fully biodegradable product.
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Alcohol Based Hand Sanitiser

ENVIRO Alcohol Gel is a waterless, alcohol based hand-rub that uses natural oil. It uses oil to replace the skin's lipids which are removed by alcohol leaving your hands.

Its action is thought to be a combination of lubrication, softening and protection of the protein structures and prevention of moisture loss from the skin.
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Citrus Mechanic Hand Cleaner

Acid free, Solvent free, Alkaline free, Phosphate free, Mild ph, Creamy lather, Biodegradable, Gentle perfume, Anti-bacterial

Citrus Scrub is a heavy duty hand cleaner containing high quality citrus oils and a fast working pumice abrasive. It is designed to remove most industrial soils.
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Massage Oil
Pure Mineral Oil

We have been supplying this Top Quality oil to the Sydney market for over 10 years!

Pharmaceutical Grade. All Natural Mineral Oil.
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